


Attractive design, advanced engineering,
unsurpassed performance

BR TRIKE

Cylindrical brushes
The BR Trike comes standard with
black brushes for daily cleaning
operations. A variety of brushes are
available for high performance on
structured flooring.

Disc brushes 
The BD Trike’s scrubber head
can be fitted with a variety of
optional scrub brushes - a
time-proven solution for
smooth floors.Disc pads

The BD Trike is equipped standard with 15" pad
holders. When used with the appropriate pad this
is the ideal solution to daily maintenance cleaning.

BR/BD TRIKE 
This breakthrough ride-on scrubber puts you in the 
driver’s seat for incredible comfort, maximum efficiency,
and a “fun at work” experience for automatic scrubbing.
Whether it is a long corridor or a wide-open factory 
floor, operators will love working with the Trike. E

Choose the BD Trike, with its traditional disc scrubbing
head, or the BR Trike, whose cylindrical roller brushes are
perfect for architectural flooring such as quarry tile,
pavers, textured sports floors, etc.

AUTOMATIC SCRUBBING MADE EASY
Ten convincing arguments...

4Ease of use
The BR and BD models
allow quick change of
brushes and pads.

1Innovative design
The BR and BD Trikes have the
sleek look of a motor scooter
with ease of handling to match.
A contoured, cushioned saddle
relieves stress for extended
scrubbing projects.

2Simple operation
With minimal controls that 
are ergonomically positioned,
operator training is simple.
Automobile-style foot pedals
control driving, scrubbing, and
vacuuming, as well as solution
flow. The brush and vac motors
are switched on and off when
the scrubbing head and
squeegee are lowered or 
raised, respectively.

3Smart construction
A rotationally-molded housing
accommodates the solution
and recovery tanks as well 
as the battery pack. The front
wheel steering makes extremely
tight turns possible both in the
forward and reverse modes.
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5Battery package
Both the BR and the BD come 
complete with batteries, charger, 
and battery indicator. Order
gel batteries and charger for
maintenance-free operation.

6The Trike - as versatile as it is innovative
The unit is ideal for applications from
industrial facilities to health care 
environments and retail sales floors.

7Tank-in-tank system
Within the unit’s double-walled
housing are a 20-gallon solution
and a 20-gallon recovery tank.

8High-performance squeegee
All Trikes are equipped with 
an adjustable, curved squeegee.

9Cylindrical pads
The BR Trike can be fitted with a
unique roller shaft that accepts
individual pads. Each pad can be
changed if damaged without the
need to replace an entire single pad.

10Safety is a priority
The BD and the BR Trike 
are built for safety and are
the perfect ride-on units 
for a variety of facilities.




